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Introduction
Over the last many years, the world’s prominent producer of 

cars is China, as the nation’s 2015 manufacture gave rise to the 
accomplishment of 24,503,326 motor-powered or motorized 
cars. What actually goes into the manufacturing of automatic 
cars? Cars are manufactured by an extensive variety of resourc-
es, for example steel, aluminum, copper, glass, rubber, and dis-
tinct fibers. First of all, a raw material manufacturing industry 
takes different raw materials and chances them into supplies 
that can be used to manufacture car parts and dispatch them to 
parts manufacturing companies or to Toyota. Nevertheless, we 
on no occasion actually give ample thought to the bits and frag-
ments of raw supplies that are used in auto manufacturing to 
produce these cars. There are numerous of raw materials that 
are used in auto manufacturing. The car production uses a great 
number of supplies to manufacture cars, comprising iron, plastic 
steel, glass, copper, rubber, petroleum products, aluminum, and 
steel among others. Let’s take a typical example of how Lambo-
rghini are manufactured. Every single Lamborghini ever manu-
factured was assembled by hand in industries. Nowadays, robots 
are being used at various car factories across the globe, however 
in Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy, Lamborghini is taking the reverse 
course. Meanwhile, the paraphernalia that goes into the manu-
facturing of automatic cars are perhaps half the price of manu-
facturing and of course is essential to be substituted every 20 
to 30 years. If you manufacture one million automatic cars each 
year, then you would manufacture 30 million cars in 30 years. 
Therefore, the cost of manufacturing a car approximately ranges 
from $100 to $500 per car to wage for its infrastructure.

Methodology

Engraving

This is an initial stage of design, where an architectural view 
of the automatic car is made. The sketch below is a typical ex-
ample of an automatic car. (Designed with AutoCAD by Samuel 
Sakyi Koram) [1-25] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Engraving an automatic car.

Welding

Figure 2: Welding of car panels.
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This research seeks to implement a novel technique of a mobile vehicle which works automatically. In this paper, we shall know how to 
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For the duration of welding, component parts are held firmly 
in a jig whereas welding processes are made. As soon as the body 
case is complete, it is then fixed to an overhead conveyor for the 
painting to commence. The multi-step painting course involves 
checkup, washing, first coat (applied electrostatically) dipping, 
drying, topcoat spewing, and sweltering smoke, weld sparkles, 
and gases produced throughout this stage of manufacturing 
(Figure 2, 3).

Figure 3: BIW of car. (BIW means Body Initial Welding).

Steps of Car Manufacturing
To some extent all automobile elements would be alienated 

into six (6) workshops namely:

Engine workshop
This is where the engine block manufacturing is made ren-

dering to measurements and supplementary engine fragments 
are also amassed. 

Transaxle workshop: 

Figure 4: Engine amass line.

Figure 5: Gear-box line.

Complete machining of gear breaks, shafts and amass of gear 
box is completed at this workshop. The gear box is moved to the 
engine workshop where it is tailored with engine and then an 
element is generated called the powertrain (Figure 4,5).

Press workshop
The sheet metal processing takes place at this workshop 

where the diverse panels of the automatic car are manufactured 
such as doors, pillars, hood, and roof among others (Figure 6,7).

Figure 6&7: Hydraulic forging machineries in press workshop & 
Car panels from press workshop.

Weld workshop
Welding of these panels is completed, and the body manu-

factured is termed as body in white (BIW signifies Body Initial 
Welding). 

Paint workshop 

As the name implies, the painting of the entire whole body 
is completed, and painted body is sent for final assembling. TCF 
workshop- Trim Chassis: This is the final workshop where they 
assemble the engine with the body accompanied by additional 
parts such as wheels, seats dashboard, wind shield, air condi-
tioner among others.

Evaluation and conclusion

Testing 
Finally, various tests are undertaken such as shower test, DLT 

test, drive test among others and lastly an automatic car rolls out 
of the unit. These processes above show the assembling, paint-
ing and inspection phases of manufacturing an automatic car.
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